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I hope you all had a 3R weekend (Rest, Recharge and Rejuvenate).   
 
The National Scene 
 
New “hot spots” are popping up around the country. We’re all aware of the effects of the pandemic on 
the NYC and the New Jersey areas. Boston, Philadelphia, Miami, New Orleans, Chicago, Detroit and cities 
in Texas are still not at their peaks yet. The West Coast may have reached their peak infection rates for 
now. But that’s not certain. The most likely scenario is a continuing rolling set of outbreaks and peaks 
across the country for several months. 
 
There are reports in the news of multiple vaccine formulations and therapeutics being sent to clinical 
trials. There is still not reliable treatment or vaccine at this time. Without a vaccine and without 
therapeutics (medicines that have proven effectiveness and safety), the only tools we have remain 
techniques and processes to slow the virus and reduce spread. And these remain social distancing, hand 
washing, avoiding touching the face and wearing masks. 
 
The Local Scene 
 
Massachusetts confirmed and suspected cases continue to rise each day. Deaths also continue to rise. 
There is some hope that the curve in Massachusetts is beginning to flatten. The significance of this is 
that it will allow our hospitals and healthcare systems to maintain or improve supply and capacity for 
sick patients. It does not mean that people are not getting sick with COVID-19.  
 
Our local hospitals are reporting that they still have capacity of some vital resources: hospital beds, ICI 
beds and ventilators.  
 
Remember that our efforts are focused on keeping people out of the hospital and ER’s to help them 
maintain their capacity. 
 
At VMG 
 
We are continuing to work on switching in-person visits to virtual visits. Here’s a graphic showing the 
recent trend.  



 
 
 
You can see the beginning of recovering some of our business in the form of virtual visits (the blue line) 
though we are not at all close to where we were last year (the red line). 
 
Ross Midler who retired but is doing some per diem work for us was at AMC last week. Here’s what he 
observed:   
 
“I was in AMC today for the first time since COVID 19 started. I was impressed how all the staff, and I 
mean everyone, has assumed "battle stations" and appeared very up for the battle. I always knew we 
had good people. This just demonstrates it.” 
 

 
Finally, here’s a hopeful quote from a recent article in The New Yorker magazine 
(hopeful in the sense that we will eventually get there if we continue our social 
distancing and other measures): 
 
“These next weeks and months will be demanding in ways that are hard to fathom. If 
New Yorkers are in hiding, the virus has shown a knack for seeking. But, with time, life 
will return to the city. Our city and your city. The doors will open and we will leave our 
homes. We will meet again. We will greet our friends, face to face, at long-delayed 
Easter services and Passover Seders. Children will attend class with their teachers. 
Sidewalks and stores and theatres will fill. Remnants of the crisis—a box of nitrile 



gloves, a bag of makeshift masks; containers of drying Clorox wipes—will be tucked 
away, out of sight and out of mind. We’ll forget a lot about our city’s suspended life. But 
we will remember what, and who, we lost. We’ll remember the cost of time squandered. 
And we will remember the sound of seven o’clock.” 
 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/04/10/nyregion/nyc-7pm-cheer-thank-you-
coronavirus.html  
 
Thanks again for all you are doing for our patients, our communities, and each other. 
 
Joel  
 
Be Patient; Be Mindful 
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